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INTRODUCTION

PSDsoft Express is the design software for the PSD (Program-
mable System Device) families of parts. This new design tool
allows you to easily integrate a PSD into your design using a
simple point-and-click environment.

This is the user manual for PSDsoft Express. The next section
explains how to install PSDsoft Express. Although installation
may seem like a trivial process, it is highly recommended that
you follow the instructions very carefully, as many problems are
caused by incorrect installation. Sections 3 and 4 introduce the
PSDsoft Express environment, which is made up of the Design
Flow and menus. In Section 5, you are guided step-by-step
through a complete design process. The sections that follow
Section 5 explain each step of the design process in more de-
tail. The appendices explain certain terms that are used
throughout this manual. 

Important note: Section 5 contains information not found in
other sections, and therefore, all users should read this section.

The main focus of this user manual is to explain the functional-
ity of the of the software. As such, you are encouraged to down-
load the datasheet associated with device that you will be using
because there will sometimes be important information that can
only be gleaned from the datasheet. 
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PSDSOFT EXPRESS INSTALLATION

For a quick reference on how to install or update PSDsoft Express, use the following flowchart:

Figure 1. Installation Flowchart

The sub-sections below contain more detailed information.
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Prepare your System

Whether you are installing PSDsoft Express or updating to the latest version, you must first prepare your
system for the install or update. To do so, follow the steps below carefully. If you do not follow these steps,
there is a chance that your installation will not work properly. 

Determine Operating System. You first need to determine which operating system you are using. If you
are unsure, open the “Explorer” window and go to Help->About. If you are using Windows NT or 2000,
you must be logged in as the system administrator. 

Close All Programs. You must ensure that all programs (especially virus detection) programs are exited
before installing the software. There are two places to check for running programs: the “Task Manager”
and the “System Tray”. The Task Manager can be brought up by simultaneously pressing the CTRL + ALT
+ DEL keys. On some operating systems, you must then click the Task Manager… button. Ensure that
the “Applications” tab is selected. Then, select any running programs and then click End Task. You will
be prompted in some cases to confirm this action. Your Task Manager should have the following look after
you have exited all tasks:

Next and perhaps even more important is to close or disable all items in the system tray, which is usually
located in the lower right-hand corner of your Taskbar. This is usually the location of programs that run in
the background and don’t always appear in the Task Manager. Things that run in the background can af-
fect software installations. Virus detection programs are especially prone to causing installation problems.
To exit or disable programs in the System Tray, right-click on each program and choose the appropriate
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action, such as “Exit” or “Disable”. Your system tray should basically be empty and have the following look
when finished:

Installing PSDsoft Express

If you are installing PSDsoft Express for the first time or you have used the uninstall program and wish to
re-install the program, follow these instructions carefully. If you are updating PSDsoft Express, skip to the
Update section.

New Installation (from downloaded file). If you downloaded from the website, you will first need to un-
zip the self-extracting executable. 

Next, using your Window’s Explorer, navigate to the location of the executable that you just unzipped and
double-click to start the self-extract process. You will see the following window:

Leave the default settings as they are and click Finish.

You will be asked for your password, which you should have received via email. If you did not receive a
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password, contact ask.psd@st.com. 

Enter your password and click OK. The installation process will begin automatically. Follow the installation
instructions on the screen. You are highly encouraged to view the readme.txt file upon completion of the
installation process. 

New Installation (from CD ROM). If you are installing from a CD, generally the install program will start
automatically when the CD is inserted or the tray is closed. If not, open the Window’s Explorer, select the
CDROM drive, and double-click the Setup program and follow the installation instructions as they come
up on the screen. You are highly encouraged to view the readme.txt file upon completion of the installation
process. 

Updating PSDsoft Express

PSDsoft Express is updated periodically to improve performance, add new features, support new parts,
and so on. Therefore, you should check www.st.com/psd periodically for updates. You can also go directly
to the Update section: www.st.com/psd/html/express_download.html. 

When you click the update link, you will get a window similar to the following: 

Choose a temporary location for the .ZIP file and click Save. The reason there is a self-extracting execut-
able within a .zip file is that some companies have a firewall that prevents downloading executables. 

Next, using your Window’s Explorer, navigate to the location of the executable that you just unzipped and
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double-click to start the self-extract process. You will see the following window:

Ensure that you have all the boxes checked, as shown above and make sure that you pick the directory
that you had previously installed the software and click Finish.

You should get a message stating the extraction completed.
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You should also see another window appear indicating the JTAG driver is installed.

Finally, a window prompting you to restart your computer will appear. Click Yes to restart. After your com-
puter has re-started, be sure to go to the directory where you installed PSDsoft Express and view the Re-
adMe file to ensure that no further actions are necessary. 

Note: before you start PSDsoft Express, ensure that your screen’s resolution is set to at least 800 x 600
pixels or higher or else it will be difficult to use the software.

PSDSOFT EXPRESS DESIGN FLOW 

This section explains how to use the PSDsoft Design Flow. To use the design flow, simply single-click on
the box containing the desired action. 

Note: depending on the part chosen and the Project Preferences, you may not see all of the choices
shown below in the Express Design Flow. Also, on computers with lower screen resolution, you may see
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a scroll bar on the right-hand side of the window. You may need to scroll down to see all of the choices.

The PSDsoft Express Design Flow shown above changes dynamically when you use the software. When
a box is gray with a gray shadow, it indicates that the process within the box cannot be invoked until you
have completed a previous step. The red shadow indicates the next action to be performed. The two ac-
tions that can be invoked at any time are “STMicroelectronics JTAG/ISP” and “STMicroelectronics Con-
ventional Programmers”. “Generate C Code” will be available after you have completed “Define PSD and
MCU/DSP” unless you have a EPROM-based PSD, in which case, it is not available. If you go back and
change something that invalidates something else, use the red shadow as a guide to see what action
needs to be done next.

Non-PSDsoft Express Actions

There are some actions that are not supported by PSDsoft Express, yet are part of the design process
specific to your MCU/DSP. These boxes are shown in the flow, but are always grayed out and have no
shadow. The three boxes that will always be grayed out are:
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■ “Your Application C Code or Assembly”—this is the source code and libraries specific to your 
application, generated outside PSDsoft Express.

■ “Editor, Compiler, Linker, Debugger”—this is your MCU/DSP firmware development environment, 
which is also not a part of PSDsoft Express. In this environment, you should tailor the C Code generated 
by PSDsoft Express to be integrated with your application firmware.

■ “3rd Party Programmers”—if you wish to use a 3rd party programmer to program your PSD part, you 
would need the .obj file created by PSDsoft Express and the software supplied by the 3rd party vendor. 
For a complete list of ST qualified programmers, check the website; www.st.com/psd.

NAVIGATING THE MENUS

Although you can get through a design completely by only using the Design Flow, there are some features
in the menus that you should be aware of.

Starting with the “PSDsoft” menu, if we look at the available options, we see that they exactly match what’s
available in the Design Flow (with the exception of “Exit PSDsoft Express”). 

If we look at the next menu—“Project”, we see the following:

While “Create”, “Open”, ”Save As”, “Delete”, and “Close” are obvious, the other functions are as follows:
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■ “Clean-Up” gets rid of files generated by PSDsoft Express that are not essential for describing your 
project. You may wish to run this when you have a working programming data file (.obj) that you are 
satisfied with.

■ “About…” gives the main details about your project and has a few more details than the information that 
is located in the lower right-hand-side of the PSDsoft Express main window.

■ “Preferences” allows you to enable or disable optional features within PSDsoft Express. Depending on 
the PSD selected, some of the options shown below may not be available. 

What do the preferences mean?

■ “Enable HDL Assistant:” when this box is checked, a window will appear whenever the Edit/Add Logic 
Statements box is clicked on the Design Flow. This box allows you to check ABEL keywords and syntax 
and see some simple logic implementations. See the section “About the HDL Assistant”.

■ “Enable ABEL-HDL messages to log file:” prints error and warning messages to the log file that is 
usually open in a window at the bottom of the screen. Most users will want to leave this box checked, 
with the only exception being if you get persistent warning messages that can safely be ignored

■ “Enable ABEL equations editing capability:” checking this box makes the Edit/Add Logic Statements 
box appear in the design flow. See Edit/Add Logic Statements (CPLD Parts Only).

■ “Enable Single/Multi device JTAG/ISP chain message:” when this box is checked, PSDsoft Express will 
always prompt for how many devices are in your JTAG chain when the STMicroelectronics JTAG/ISP 
box is clicked in the Design Flow. If you will always have one or more than one device and had made 
this selection previously, you can disable the prompt by un-checking this box.

■ The “Specify maximum number of log files generated by PSDsoft” selector can be used to set the 
maximum number of log files (.plg) to be kept in your project directory between one and ten. When the 
maximum number is reached, the next log file generated will replace the oldest log file.
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After Project, there is the “File” menu.

The File menu options work as follows:

■ New…: creates a new text file for editing. 

■ Open…: opens an existing text file for editing

■ Save, Save As…, Print, Print Preview, and Print Setup are all standard windows options.

The next menu over—“Report” has the following items:

This menu can be used to view and print the following reports:

■ Device Configuration—basically shows how your PSD is configured at a glance

■ Design Assistant Summary—summarizes how pins and equations were setup in the Design Assistant. 
This is the same file you would see if you clicked on the View button on any of the Design Assistant 
screens.

■ Fitter—shows how your design was mapped to PSD silicon

■ Memory Map—provides an overall picture of your memory map, including internal and external chip-
select equations

■ Address Translation—shows how your MCU/DSP memory map translates to physical PSD addresses 
and how the MCU/DSP firmware files are placed in PSD memory.

“View Log File” can be checked or unchecked. While checked, each action and its associated error mes-
sages (if any) will appear in a log file window normally located at the bottom of your screen. See the Log
File section for more details.

The “eWindow” menu is straightforward and no explanation is required.

YOUR FIRST PROJECT 

In this section, you will learn the complete PSDsoft Express design process. The steps of the design pro-
cess are covered in greater detail in the sections following this one. However, there is information in this
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section not contained in any other sections. 

When you double-click on the PSDsoft Express icon for the first time, you should see the following dialog
box:

Choose “Create a new project” and click OK.

You will be presented with the following screen:

Choose an appropriate project name and location via the Browse…  button. Enter a project description if
desired.
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Selecting and Configuring your PSD and Microcontroller

Once you click OK, you will be presented with the following dialog box:

The first time through your project, this dialog box automatically prompts you for the next action. Take the
following actions in this dialog box according to the numbered steps:

21.Select your microcontroller (MCU) or Digital Signal Processor (DSP) manufacturer and MCU/DSP type
from the list available. If your particular selection is not available, select one that is compatible if possi-
ble. If your MCU/DSP is not listed and/or there is no compatible type listed, you must select “<Other>”.
If the MCU/DSP manufacturer and type were on the list, some or all of the control signals will automat-
ically be selected for you.

22.Select the PSD family, part, and package you wish to use. If you are unsure of which PSD best fits your
application, click on the Wizard button and step through the Wizard.

23.In this step, you define the way the MCU/DSP and PSD interact. That is, 8-bit or 16-bit bus mode, mul-
tiplexed or non-multiplexed bus, and so on. Based on your MCU/DSP selection, these items may al-
ready be selected.
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For more information on how to use this screen, go to the MCU/DSP and PSD Selection section.

Important note: many of the screen captures in this document will look different based on the MCU/DSP
and especially the PSD family you have chosen. In most cases, those differences will be noted.

Once you have finished with this screen, click OK to be taken to the next screen:

Note: you will not see the “Use example template selection” option if you have chosen an MCU/DSP that
does not have an associated template and you will not see the “Use Extended Design Assistant” selection
if you had selected a PSD that has no CPLD. Selecting the Design Assistant allows you to do a more ge-
neric design in which only the PSD pins that connect to the MCU/DSP are pre-defined and configured. 

The Extended Design Assistant provides HDL-specific examples and help for users who have more com-
plicated logic requirements, such as state machines and comparators. 

Selecting an example template gives you an example design based on the particular MCU/DSP that
you’ve selected. A suggested memory map and I/O examples are included, and only minor additions are
needed to suit your particular design in most cases. 

If you wish to use the Design Assistant or Extended Design Assistant, continue reading. If you would like
to use an example template, go to the section on Using Example Templates.

Pin Definitions

The following screen appears automatically on the first pass through your project or if you click on Define
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PSD Pin/Node Functions in the “Design Flow” window.

In this screen, you’ll be defining the actual pin functions of the PSD. This is an iterative process in which
you select a pin and then define the function. The steps are as follows:

1. Select the pin which you want to define

2. The list of available functions may change depending on which pin you select. Select the appropriate
function, enter the desired name, and click Add. If you had previously defined the pin, “Add” becomes
“Update”. To get a brief description of what the pin functions mean, see the Pin Definitions section (Sec-
tion 8).

3. When you have finished defining all the pins, select Next >>. If you wish to view your progress, select
View. If you had only been changing pin functions, and do not need to make any changes to the chip-
select equations, select Done.

JTAG users note: if you intend to use the PSD’s JTAG port in non-multiplexed mode, ensure the JTAG
pin names appear as shown above. See the Pin Definitions section for more information. 
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Notes:

■ Unless you have chosen a PSD8XX family part, the available pin functions will be different and thus the 
screen will look different.

■ You can resize the Pin Definitions window and the new size you choose will be remembered on 
subsequent uses.

■ If you want to change the pin association of a previously defined function, take the following steps:

1. Select the old pin assignment and hit the Delete button.

2. Select the new pin that the previously defined function will be assigned to.

3. Assign the same type of pin function that was used previously.

4. Name the pin exactly the same name as defined for the old pin.

For example, looking at the screen capture above, “ram_cs1” is defined on pin pa0 as an “External chip
select – Active Hi”. You can now select pa0, hit the Delete button, select a different pin (say pb0), select
“External chip select – Active Hi”, name the pin “ram_cs1”, and click Add. Your old equation for “ram_cs1”
will still be valid.

Page Register Setup

After clicking Next >> from the “Pin Definitions” window, you are presented with the “Page Register Defi-
nition” window:

The page register is ideal for MCUs/DSPs with limited address space. It can be used to extend the phys-
ical address space or used for logic inputs to the PLDs. If you plan to use any PSD Page Register bits in
your design, they must be defined here before proceeding. Note: clicking << Back returns you to the “Pin
Definitions” screen. 

To find out more about the Page Register, what paging is, and if you need paging in your design, see the
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Page Register section and the What is Paging section.

Important Note: If you selected a PSD with 64 KByte segments (currently only PSD835 and PSD935) and
an MCU limited to 64 KByte total address space, you will most likely need to set up a memory page that
can be used to control a node called “fa15”. The bit is used to select between 32 KByte halves of a
64 KByte segment. See the subsection on Assigning two hex files to a Single Memory Segment.

Chip Select Equations/Memory Map Definition

Upon clicking Next >> (or clicking the “Chip Select Equations” tab), you are taken to the “Chip Select
Equations” screen:

In this window, you define the internal and external chip-select equations. To do so, take the following
steps:

1. Select the desired chip-select segment in the left-most column.

2. Select the page number for which the chip-select will be valid (if applicable). Then enter the address
range in hexadecimal for which the chip-select will be active. You may logically AND signals by placing
them in the next column. You may also logically OR signals by entering parameters on consecutive
lines. 

3. Repeat the above steps until you have defined all your chip-select equations.

For example, if you wanted the internal Flash memory select segment 0 (fs0) to be valid from 0h to 3FFFh
AND when “swap” is low OR valid from 8000h to BFFFh AND “swap” is high, you would enter the infor-
mation as shown above. There is no need to qualify chip-select of internal PSD memory segments with
MCU/DSP control signals as this is taken care of at the silicon level. However, you will need to qualify ex-
ternal chip-select signals with the appropriate MCU/DSP control signals (such as _RD and _WR).

Note: to add a signal from the list of eligible signals, double click on the name you wish to add within the
list and it will be added for you. Doing so a second time on the same line will also add the “&” symbol so
that the signals are ANDed.

For more information, see the Chip Select Equations section (Section 10). If you have a non-CPLD part,
you will not see the other tabs for defining other types of equations and can click Done and skip to Addi-
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tional PSD Settings. If you are ready to move on, click Next >>. If you have a CPLD part and are not sure
what type of equation you should be using, see more help in “What’s the Difference between Chip Select,
I/O Logic, and Node Equations?” (Section 19).

I/O Logic Equations (CPLD Parts Only)

Upon clicking Next >> (or clicking the “I/O Logic Equations” tab), you’ll see a screen similar to the follow-
ing:

Use this screen to define equations for the I/O within the PSD. If you need to use user-defined nodes in
your equations, you will need to go to that screen first by clicking Next>> or clicking the “User-defined
Node Equations” tab and clicking the Def Node…  button within that window. 

To define an I/O signal, highlight the signal to be defined from the “List of signals” box (on the far left) first
by left-clicking on the signal. Then you can start typing in the equation in the logic equation in the “Enter
logic equation” box, or the equation can be entered by double-clicking on the list of “Eligible signals”. You
can also enter logic operators or choose from the list of “Valid Operators” to the right by double-clicking
on them and they will be entered for you. Use parenthesis to give priority to expression evaluation. You
can separate product terms (ORs) or sum terms (ANDs) by placing them on separate lines for readability
if desired. Once you have finished entering the equation you can click the Show Eq button and the result
will be displayed in the “Resultant equation” box. (You will also see the resultant equation if you go on to
define another signal and then come back to the original.) See the Fitter report to view the equations in
final form by going to the Report->Fitter menu.

Note: the equal sign is implied and there is no need to type it in. In fact, you will get an error if you enter
an equal sign. 

For example, the signal “trim” had been previously defined as a combinatorial CPLD output pin. To define
that signal, it was highlighted on the list as shown, and then the equation was entered as shown. The re-
sultant equation is shown at the bottom. 
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User-Defined Node Equations (CPLD Parts Only)

Upon clicking Next >> (or clicking the “User-defined Node Equations” tab), you’ll see a screen similar to
the following:

This screen is very similar in usage to the “I/O Logic Equation” screen.

To define a new node, or delete or change a previously defined node, click the Def Node… button. You
will be presented with the following window:

To define a new node, type in the desired name in the “Name:” box and choose the type (Combinatorial
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or D, T, SR, or JK flip-flop) and click Add. To change or delete an existing node, select the node from the
pull-down list in the “Name:” box and either select a new function and click Update or simply click Delete
to remove the node. When you have finished defining nodes, click Done. 

To define an internal node’s functionality, highlight the node to be defined from the “List of signals” box
first by left-clicking on the signal. Then you can start typing in the equation in the logic equation in the “En-
ter logic equation” box, or the equation can be entered by double-clicking on the list of “Eligible signals”.
You can also enter logic operators or choose from the list of “Valid operators” to the right by double-clicking
on them and they will be entered for you. Use parenthesis to give priority to expression evaluation. You
can separate product terms (ORs) or sum terms (ANDs) by placing them on separate lines for readability
if desired. Once you have finished entering the equation you can click the Show Eq button and the result
will be displayed in the “Resultant equation” box. (You will also see the resultant equation if you go on to
define another signal and then come back to the original.) See the Fitter report to view the equations in
final form by going to the Report->Fitter menu.

Note: the equals sign is implied and there is no need to type it in. In fact, you will get an error if you enter
an equal sign. 

JTAG Select Equation (Parts with Multiplexed JTAG Ports Only)

If you do not see this tab and you have a part with a multiplexed JTAG port, you have dedicated the pins
to fulltime JTAG use only (default). In other words, the only way this tab will appear is for parts with a mul-
tiplexed JTAG port where the JTAG pins have been defined with additional functionality using the Pin Def-
initions screen.

This screen is used to enable/disable the JTAG port via an I/O pin. This I/O pin gets connected to a header
on your PCB, which in turn is connected to the PSD FlashLINK™ cable for JTAG operations. Then during
a JTAG operation, the FlashLINK cable will drive the pin low and enable the JTAG port. The FlashLINK
cable uses its /JEN signal to do this. Thus during normal (non-ISP) operation, this pin will remain high and
the JTAG port will be disabled and other I/O can be connected to the JTAG port. So, if you intend to share
the JTAG port with other I/O, you will need to define a pin in the Pin Definitions screen. Once you have
your pin defined, you then use this screen to assign the pin you’ve defined to an internal node called “jtag-
sel”, which actually controls (turns on and off) the JTAG port. 

For example, you have defined a port pin to be a “Logic or Address” CPLD input and named the pin _jen.
On your circuit board you would connect _jen to the /JEN signal output from the FlashLINK cable. You
would then assign _jen to the “jtagsel” node (in the “JTAG Select Equation” screen) by double-clicking on
the not symbol (!) and then double-clicking on the _jen signal from the list of eligible signals on the right.
Alternatively, you could simply type the equation in. Click the Show Eq button to see the resultant equa-
tion, which is “jtagsel = !_jen;” This equation basically says that the JTAG port will be enabled when there
is a logic-0 on the pin that _jen was assigned to.

Since the JTAG port is a common area of confusion, it is highly recommended that you read both Appli-
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cation Note: “JTAG-ISP Information for Flash PSDs” and the JTAG section of the appropriate datasheet. 

Edit/Add Logic Statements (CPLD Parts Only)

If you have logic requirements that go beyond entering simple combinatorial equations using the Design
Assistant, click the Edit/Add Logic Statements box in the Design Flow. Note: if you do not see this box
in your Design Flow, go the Project->Properties menu and check the “Enable ABEL equations editing
capability” box. If you intend to edit or add HDL logic statements as suggested in this section, it is recom-
mended that you download Application Note: “Flash PSD, CPLD Primer”. It discusses how to use the
PLDs within the PSDs for various purposes. If you have no intention of using this option, you can skip to
the next section.

Very Important: if you intend to add any declarations or equations in the ABEL design file, they must be
placed in the designated areas. Any declarations or equations placed outside the designated areas will
be lost! Declarations are pin and node definitions, as well as signal groups that you intend to write equa-
tions for. Any item that appears before the Equations section is considered a declaration. Equations are
the I/Os and nodes that get defined based on the behavior of other signals. For a complete guide to the
ABEL language, see the PSDabel-HDL Reference downloadable from the Software Center on the
www.st.com/psd or you can see examples using the HDL Assistant. 

The two designated areas have the following look:

For declarations:
// Begin user preserved declarations (not affected by iterations of DA usage) 
// End user preserved declarations (not affected by iterations of DA usage) 

For equations:
// Begin user preserved equations (not affected by iterations of DA usage) 
// End user preserved equations (not affected by iterations of DA usage) 

An example ABEL file is shown below with some sample declarations. Note that the menus change when
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the ABEL file is opened. 

For more help on ABEL syntax, additional available menus, and when to use ABEL versus when to use
the Design Assistant, see the Edit/Add ABEL Equations section (Section 11).

About the Simulator. There is a simulator that comes with PSDsoft Express that will simulate the PLD
equations only. In order to invoke the PSDsoft Express Simulator, you must have valid test vectors within
the designated section for equations. To find out what the test vector syntax is, see the section on ABEL
Equations. To run the simulator, go to Report->Simulate Results with the ABEL file open.

About the HDL Assistant. The HDL Assistant should open automatically whenever you click on the
Edit/Add Logic Statements box in the Design Flow provided you checked the “Enable HDL Assistant” in
the Project->Preferences menu. The HDL Assistant has three basic purposes:

■ Lists the reserved names for each PSD device. Reserved names are for pins, nodes, and registers 
within the PSD that have a specific function within the PSD.

■ ABEL language usage templates: shows all the basic elements of the ABEL language.

■ General logic templates: shows how to implement common logic functions and PSD-specific 
declarations and functions.

There are two ways to use code within the HDL Assistant:

1. Select the desired template or reserved name from the list on the left. Then highlight the code on the
right and paste it within the correct designated areas. For most of the General Logic Templates, it would
be best to do two copy and paste actions. In other words, you will paste one portion into the Declarations
section and cut the equations from that and paste them in the Equations section. 

2. Place the cursor in one of the designated areas in your ABEL file. Then, select the desired template or
reserved name from the list on the left and right-click and select Use from the pull-down menu that ap-
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pears. Again, you may need to cut part of this code that appears in one of your designated areas and
paste it into the other.

If you want to define your own template, right-click on “User-defined logic templates” and select New from
the pull-down menu that appears:

Delete and Rename can be used on a User-defined logic template only.

Additional PSD Settings

The next step in the design flow is Additional PSD Settings. This screen varies among PSD families. 

By clicking on the Additional PSD Settings button in the Design Flow, you are presented with the follow-
ing screen (unless you have a PSD part without Flash memory, in which case, see the Additional PSD
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Settings section (Section 12) for more information):

There are three functions that can be accomplished in this dialog box:

1. Setting the security bit—blocks all access to the contents of the PSD’s memories by means of JTAG or
a conventional programmer. That is, once the security bit is set, no programmer can read or copy the
configuration or memory contents of the PSD. The only way to erase the security bit is to completely
erase the PSD. 

2. Specify the user code—allows you to enter a 32-bit code which can be used for various functions. Click
on the “JTAG/ISP” tab and read the description box for more details.

3. Set the internal memories’ sector protections—allows the individual memory sectors within the PSD to
be write protected to prevent accidental data loss. The MCU/DSP cannot change these settings at run-
time; only a device programmer can alter these settings.

Click OK and you will see the Design Flow again. For more information, see the Additional PSD Settings
section (Section 12). Next, we need to attempt to fit the design to silicon.

Fitting the Design to Silicon

The PSDsoft Express Fitter maps your PLD design to PSD silicon. The Fitter automatically compiles any
ABEL code you have placed in the designated sections and reports back any errors. If there are no errors,
a partial Programming data file (.obj) will be generated. (To complete the .obj file, the “Merge MCU/DSP
Firmware with PSD” process must be completed.)

To invoke the Fitter click the Fit Design to Silicon box in the Design Flow. You will notice that PSDsoft
Express performs a fit of your design to silicon. If you get any errors in this step, you will need to go back
and edit your design based on the given error. If you can’t seem to figure out what’s causing the error,
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contact apps.psd@st.com. If your design fits properly, you should see a screen similar to the one below
(note: you may have to go to the Report->Fitter menu to see this file): 

This screen can be quite useful for seeing resources allocated and remaining and how the software inter-
preted your equations and design entry. For more information, see the Fit Design to Silicon section (Sec-
tion 13). 

Before you finish creating the .obj file that will be used to program the PSD, you may want to see how
PSDsoft Express can help you generate some useful C code. If you have a non Flash memory based PSD
or do not wish to use PSDsoft Express to generate C code, skip the sub-section on Creating the File used
to Program the PSD—the Programming data file (Section 5.12). 
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Generating C Code (Flash/EEPROM PSDs Only)

Click on the Generate C Code in the Design Flow to get the following screen:

Using this utility within PSDsoft Express you can generate coded examples written in the C language to
accomplish the following:

– Program and erase the PSDs non-volatile memories (NVMs)

– Reset the PSDs NVM(s) to “Read Array Mode”

– Read the Flash memory identifier byte and read protection status.

When you are ready to have PSDsoft Express create the desired files, click the Generate button. Once
the Generate button is clicked, the log file (.plg) will list the files generated. Note: for the “Functions/Head-
ers” tab, you can double-click on any of the functions in the “Description” box to see a listing of the C code
that is contained within the selected function. You can also see complete examples for use with PSD de-
velopment kits by clicking on the “Coded Examples” tab. For more information and to see a list of gener-
ated files, see the Generating C Code section (Section 14).

Ok, we are now ready to generate the rest of programming data file (.obj) that will be used to program the
PSD.
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Creating the File used to Program the PSD—the Programming data file

Click on the Merge MCU/DSP Firmware with PSD  button in the design flow. You should see a window
similar to the following:

Note: you may have received a warning if you used the page register in your design. Basically, the warning
is telling you that PSDsoft Express detected chip-select equations that do not contain natural MCU/DSP
address signals. The warning is to remind you to ensure your MCU/DSP compiler/linker accounts for this.
You may have to manually fill in the File start/stop addresses if they did not appear automatically. Also,
for paged designs, check the Start/Stop addresses for validity because the internal checks performed by
the software do not include the page bits.

You should have Intel Hex Record or Motorola S-Record files ready to go at this point. For each memory
segment within the PSD, simply click the appropriate Browse  button and locate the file that you want pro-
grammed in that segment. Note that one file may span multiple segments. Remember to scroll down to fill
in all the file names as necessary. Select the appropriate record type, based on the output of your compil-
er/linker to either “Intel Hex Record” or “Motorola S-Record”. Next, select the desired mapping mode. “Di-
rect” mapping implies there is a one-to-one correspondence with the Hex files and PSD memory segment
locations. “Relative” mapping enables you to specify different physical addresses (output by your MCU/
DSP based on your firmware file) than the specified equations that select the memory segments within the
PSD. That is, the Hex file will be placed at the bottom of the specified PSD segment. Most users will select
“Direct”. When you have finished, click OK, and the programming data file (.obj) will be generated. The
programming data file contains both your PSD design fit to silicon and your MCU/DSP firmware. See the
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Merge MCU/DSP Firmware with PSD section for more details.

You are now ready to program a PSD using either JTAG or a conventional programmer. Both methods
are covered in the next two sub-sections.

Programming the PSD using JTAG (Flash memory-based PSDs only)

Click on the “STMicroelectronics JTAG/ISP” box at the bottom of the design flow and you will be asked
“How many devices are in the JTAG chain on your circuit board?” If you have only one PSD device and
no other JTAG-compliant devices in your design, select “Only One”. If you have more than one PSD and/
or JTAG compliant device, click the see the JTAG section (Section 16). Assuming you had chosen “Only
One” the “JTAG-ISP Operations—Single Device” dialog box will open:

To program your PSD, take the following steps:

1. Ensure that the desired programming data file (.obj) appears in the box for “Step 1”. If you wish to use
a different file, click the “Browse” button and locate the desired file. Then ensure that the selected device
shown matches the device you wish to program.

2. Specify the JTAG operation, which PSD region it applies to, and the number of pins you will be using
(4 or 6) to program the PSD. Click on the “Properties” button to set up how PSD pins should behave
during a JTAG operation. Check the JTAG attributes for the PSD selected and to enter a user code to
compare to one entered previously (in the Additional Settings screen). Click the Execute button to begin
the JTAG operation selected.

3. Save your JTAG configuration for future use. If you have previously saved a file, you may open it as the
first step and all your previous setting will be restored.

If you experience any problems during the JTAG operation, you may wish to see the JTAG FAQ section
of the PSM website. You may also wish to download the JTAG application note: “JTAG-ISP Information
for Flash PSDs. You can also save the log file by clicking on the “Log Mode” box and then send the file to
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apps.psd@st.com for analysis.

See the JTAG Programming section for more details.

Note: the .obj file can be viewed in the “Conventional Programming” window, regardless of whether or not
you have a conventional programmer. See the PSD Conventional Programmers section (Section 17) for
more details.

Note that a new button will become available below the Menu if you have completed the Merge
MCU/DSP Firmware (with a valid Hex or S-Record file) and the JTAG-ISP step and saved your setup un-
der Step 3 above to a valid .jcf file. This button will executes the Merge and JTAG operations in one step.

Programming the PSD using the PSD Conventional Programmer

To get to the conventional programming window, click the STMicroelectronics Conventional Program-
mers button.

Use the various toolbar buttons to perform the desired functions. If you are unsure as to what a button
does, allow the mouse pointer to hover over the button and a “tool tip” will appear.

Note: using the “Conventional Programming” window, you can view and edit your programming data file
(.obj). 

See the PSD Conventional Programmers section (Section 17) for more details.

Using Example Templates

If you had chosen to use an example template in the “Design Parameters” window (shown previously),
you would be presented with a screen similar to the one shown below, depending on the MCU/DSP you
had selected. Each of the available templates has a brief description associated with it. Select the template
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that most closely matches your end system.

If you do not wish to use a template, click Close and you will be taken back to the “Design Parameters”
screen. Otherwise, once you have made your selection, click Generate and you will be taken to the Pin
Definitions screen. Note that some information will be filled in on the Pin Definitions, Page Register Defi-
nition (if you selected a template with paging), and Chip Select Equations screens. Take a look around
each of the above-mentioned screens to see how the template generated information and make any de-
sired modifications before clicking Done. 

SPECIFY PROJECT

By clicking on “Specify Project” in the Design Flow, the following window appears:

In it, you are presented with four options:

■ Create a new project—use this option to create different projects for each design that uses a PSD.

■ Open an existing project

■ Save current opened project to a different name—Useful when you wish to back-annotate projects. 
Then, if you need to check how something was done previously, you’ll have a reference.
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■ Delete an existing project—use this only if you wish to entirely purge a project and all of its associated 
files. Note: if you wish to erase only the files not necessary to re-create the project, you can select 
Project->Clean Up from the menu instead. 

MCU/DSP AND PSD SELECTION

Step 1: Select Microcontroller (MCU/DSP)

In this step, you are selecting the microcontroller (MCU) or Digital Signal Processor (DSP) that you will be
using with the PSD. First, select the manufacturer from the list. If the manufacturer you will use is not on
the list, you can look for a similar MCU/DSP under a different manufacturer. If you cannot locate the de-
sired MCU/DSP, set the manufacturer to “<Other>” and you will have to select the control signals yourself.
Based on the MCU/DSP selected, the control signals will automatically be selected for you unless there
is more than one possible combination. If there is more than one possibility, select the appropriate one
from the drop-down list.
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What is an MCU/DSP? If you are unsure what a microprocessor is or what it does, see Microprocessor
Systems Notes: http://www2.tcd.ie/Engineering/Courses/BAI/JS_Subjects/3D1/Notes/index.html

If your MCU/DSP is not listed. If your Microcontroller (MCU) or Digital Signal Processor (DSP) is not in
the list of available MCUs/DSPs and you would like to see it in a future revision of PSDsoft Express, email:
ask.psd@st.com. Also use this email to provide feedback on additional features you would like to see in
future PSDs. 

Step 2: Specify the PSD device

If you are unsure what a PSD is, visit the PSM website at www.st.com/psd. If you know exactly which PSD
you want to use, select the family, part number, and package. If you just need a little help in deciding which
PSD to use, simply click on the Wizard…  button in “Step 2”.

You will be presented with the following screen:

In this screen, you select the amount of “Main” memory that your system requires. The term “Main mem-
ory” is used because most PSDs have an optional secondary memory for In-Application Programming
(IAP). Make your selections for main memory and SRAM, and you will see a list of devices that match your
selection.

Step 3: MCU/DSP Parameters

In the last step, you define the way the MCU/DSP and PSD interact. That is, 8-bit or 16-bit bus mode, mul-
tiplexed or non-multiplexed bus, and so on. Based on your MCU/DSP selection, these items may already
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be selected for you. Otherwise, make the appropriate selections as necessary.

Separate Program and Data Spaces

Some MCUs, such as the 80C51, P51XA, and 80C251, support separate program and data spaces by
controlling a signal called Program Space Enable (PSEN) or a similar signal. This is perhaps the most con-
fusing part of the “MCU/DSP and PSD selection” screen because you are asked where to place the main
and (optional) secondary memories. By placing a memory in “Program Space Only”, it means that the
MCU will only be able to read the memory with PSEN. That is, it is only considered code memory. The
opposite is true for “Data Space Only”. In this case, the MCU will only be able to read the memory using
the RD signal. However, if you select “Both Program and Data Space” (combined space), either the PSEN
or RD signal can access the memory. In Combined space mode, you will have to explicitly add the control
signals into your internal PSD Chip-select Equations for any overlapping memories. Keep in mind that this
selection will specify how the PSD behaves at power-up and at reset. The MCU can override these selec-
tions at run-time by writing to the PSD’s VM Register (part of the PSD’s CSIOP register). 

Commonly, the secondary memory is placed in “Program Space Only” and the main Flash memory is
placed in “Data Space Only” at power-up and reset. This allows the MCU to boot from secondary memory
and then program and/or validate the contents of main Flash memory. After this, the MCU can write to the
VM register to place the main Flash memory into “Program Space Only”. See the Application Notes sec-
tion of the PSM website. Also, the various instruction manuals for the development boards, such as the
DK900, contain more examples.
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PIN DEFINITIONS

Step 1

ADIO0 to ADIO15 are always reserved for address only (non-multiplexed bus) or address and data (mul-
tiplexed bus). No other type of I/O may be connected to these pins and the pin names cannot be changed,
and thus the selections are grayed out. If you are using an MCU/DSP with a non-multiplexed bus, various
ports will automatically be reserved for the data bus. Also, the CNTL0 and CNTL1 will be reserved for
MCU/DSP control signals, such as /RD and /WR. Depending on your MCU/DSP selection CNTL2 may
also be used for control signals, such as /PSEN. However, if your MCU/DSP only uses two control signals
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for memory accesses, CNTL2 can be used as an input to the PLD. _RESET is also a reserved pin and
this pin must meet certain requirements outlined in the data sheets. The control and reset pins only have
one possible function, but the pin names can be changed if desired. Other port pins can be reserved for
special MCU/DSP control signals. These will generally be selected for you based on your MCU/DSP se-
lection. For example, as you can see from the screen capture above, PD0 was reserved for the ALE signal. 

For pins with multiple possible functions, if you want to see the potential functions of a pin, simply click on
the individual pin in “Step 1” and the available functions will be listed according to the pin chosen. In gen-
eral, the port pins do not have to be used as a group for particular functions. One exception to this rule is
using the JTAG port for dedicated JTAG, but if you do set one of the JTAG signals to be dedicated, the
other pin functions will be automatically set for you. For more information on the PSD JTAG port, see the
“JTAG-ISP Information for Flash PSDs” application note. The other exception is Peripheral I/O mode in
which the entire port will be required. 

Brief Pin Function Descriptions

The following are brief descriptions of the pin functions. Note: functionality varies with PSD family and so
some of these choices may not be available. See the data sheets and application notes for more details.

(C)PLD Input

Logic or Address is the most general type of input, which can be used within the PLD for decoding and
other logic functions. Additional address inputs from the MCU/DSP can be used here.

Latched Address−the signal input on this pin will be latched with the ALE or AS signal. This is useful for
additional address inputs from the MCU/DSP that are multiplexed.

PT Clocked Register−the pin will be attached to an IMC D flip-flop that can be clocked using another sig-
nal within the PLD.

PT Clocked Latch−the pin will be attached to a IMC transparent latch that can be clocked using another
signal within the PLD.

(C)PLD Output

Combinatorial−output based on a combinatorial logic equation.

D-type register−output from an OMC D-type register.

T-type register−output from an OMC T-type register.

SR-type register−output from an OMC SR-type register.

JK-type register−output from an OMC JK-type register.

External chip select-Active Hi−active-high output based on decoded address and control signals.

External chip select-Active Lo−active-low output based on decoded address and control signals.

Other

MCU I/O mode−allows direct access to port registers within the PSD using the MCU/DSP data bus at runt-
ime.

MCU I/O mode with pin enable−same as above except an output enable signal derived from the CPLD
can be used to control the output.

Latched address out−multiplexed address bits that were latched using ALE or AS can be output on some
port pins. Check the data sheet to see which address bits will be output on which pins.

Peripheral I/O mode−an entire port is used in this mode as a tri-stateable, bi-directional data buffer for
your MCU/DSP.

Dedicated JTAG−setting this option will set this pin and other dedicated JTAG pins as well. These pins
become full-time JTAG pins and can’t be multiplexed with general I/O functions.

SRAM standby voltage input−selecting this option requires a battery or alternate power source be con-
nected to this pin to protect the SRAM contents when the system power is off.
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Rdy/Bsy output−indicates the write/erase status of the non-volatile memories within the PSD.

Standby on indicator−indicates when the SRAM is drawing power from the power source connected to
the SRAM standby voltage input pin described above.

Common clock input−clock input to the macrocells, automatic power-down unit counter, and PLD AND
array.

PSD chip-select input−a signal can be used to place the PSD memories in standby (very low power)
mode. This is an active-low signal.

Note: The PSD211R, (Z)PSD3XX , (Z)PSD4XX, and (Z)PSD5XX pins may have some functions not listed
here. In this case, please check the data sheet for details.

Special Note for PSD Parts with JTAG ISP Capability

Most JTAG users will use the port with JTAG capability as a dedicated JTAG port. That is, they will not
multiplex the JTAG-capable pins with other I/O. If this applies to you, you can skip this paragraph. If, how-
ever, you do intend to multiplex the JTAG-capable pins with other I/O, you should take the following ac-
tions:

1. Since the default for the JTAG-capable pins is JTAG, you will need to first change the functions on those
pins to the desired I/O. For example, if you wish to use a pin for both the TMS function during JTAG
operations and as a chip-select called “CS0” during non-JTAG (normal) operation, you will want to se-
lect the pin called “tms” (pin pc0 in the Pin Definitions screen) and re-name it “CS0”, select “External
Chip Select” as the function and click the Update button.

2. Continue defining other I/O for the remaining JTAG-capable pins in a similar manner.

3. Define a pin that will enable the JTAG function for the JTAG-capable pins during JTAG operations (_jen
for example, as shown in the JTAG Select Equation (Parts with Multiplexed JTAG Ports Only) section
(Section 5.7). Any PLD input pin will suffice. To be consistent with our documentation, the suggested
name is “_jen” for “JTAG Enable”. The pin function should be set to “Logic or Address” within the CPLD
inputs. This pin will be used later to access a special register within the PSD for turning on and off the
JTAG port. See the JTAG Select Equation section of the PSDsoft Express User Manual.

4. Remember to read the data sheet and the “JTAG-ISP Information for Flash PSDs” application note for
more details on JTAG: 

Step 2

When you are defining a Port pin for the first time, type in the name that you want to be assigned to that
pin in the “Name:” box in “Step 2” (up to 31 characters) and then assign the pin function from the available
list and click Add. If you wish to change the function or name of a pin, enter the new name or function and
click the Update button (which was the Add button). If you wish to delete the function of a pin and not
assign a new function, simply click the Delete button. Note that if you delete a pin function or do not define
it in the first place, the default value is “PLD input”. Thus any unused pins should be pulled to Vcc (100K
pull-up resistor should suffice) or tied to ground to avoid excess current draw by the CMOS PSD.

Step 3 

If at any time, you wish to check the progress of your design, you can click on the View button. Clicking
Next>> takes you to “Page Register Definitions” which is the next step in the Design Assistant (except for
PSDs which do not have a page register). If you do not wish to save any changes you may have made
and you do not want to continue on using the Design Assistant, click Cancel. If you only needed to make
changes to the pin definitions, click Done.
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PAGE REGISTER SETUP

If you are unsure what paging is or if your design requires paging, see “What is Paging”. 

The Page Register is one of many registers that are accessed through CSIOP space. The Page Register
can be read or written by the MCU/DSP directly at the offset indicated in the datasheet. The outputs of the
Page Register are connected to the PLDs within the PSD.

Page Register Uses

There are three uses for the Page Register: 

■ For paging in your address decode logic.

■ For general logic inputs to the PLDs. Remember, the page register is written using the MCU/DSP.

■ As a general-purpose storage register accessible by the MCU/DSP. Only a good idea if you are not 
using it for the previous two purposes.

If you wish to use the Page Register for both paging and logic, the paging bits should be used starting with
pgr0 and going up sequentially from there and the logic bits should start at pgr7 and go down from there.
The above screen capture shows that four of the eight Page Register bits will be used in the design: pgr0
and pgr1 are used for paging (thus 22 = 4 pages will be available). Pgr7 is used for a logic input called
“swap” and pgr6 is a logic input called “unlock”.

Moving On

When you are satisfied with your Page Register setup, you can click Next>> or the “Chip Select Equa-
tions” tab and you will be taken to the window where you can define your internal and external chip-select
equations. Clicking Reset All clears all the entries in the screen (after a confirmation). Click View to check
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your design’s progress so far. Click << Back to return to the “Pin Definitions” screen. If you will not be
making any changes to the chip-select equations, but want to save your progress so far and return to the
“Design Flow” window, click Done. If you do not want to save any changes you have made in this session,
click Cancel. 

CHIP SELECT EQUATIONS/MEMORY MAP DEFINITION

This screen is basically used to define your system memory map with respect to the PSD and any external
chip-selects. If you used an example template, some of these chip-selects will already be filled in, in which
case you simply need to make the necessary adjustments to suit your needs.

This is a recursive process with the following steps:

1. Highlight a chip-select equation from the column on the left that you wish to define.

2. If you had defined some pages in the Page Register Definition screen and you wish to use paging for
the chip-select highlighted, type in a page number in its column or select it using the arrows. If no paging
is being used for a particular select signal, no action is needed.

3. Enter the start and stop addresses in hexadecimal format in the next two columns for which the chip-
select highlighted should be valid.

4. In the “logical AND of Signal Qualifiers” column, you can enter any signal from the list of eligible signals
in the far right column that you wish to be included in the end equation.

5. If you have additional signals to logically AND, enter “&” followed by the signal name. Use the ! symbol
to negate the signal.
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6. If the chip-select signal also requires more product terms (logical ORs), repeat steps 2 through 5 for the
next row. Click the Show Eq button to view the results in the “Resultant equation” box. Repeat as nec-
essary.

7. Repeat steps 1 through 6 until all the chip-selects in the left-hand column have been defined. 

Hint: sometimes it can be very beneficial to draw out a graphical system-level memory map before you
start this process. Also, see the appropriate data sheet to find out how big each of the PSDs internal seg-
ments should be and the rules (priority scheme) for overlapping memory segments.

Important Note: internal chip-select equations normally do not need to be ANDed with the MCU/DSP con-
trol signals as this is automatically taken care of at the silicon level, and sometimes doing so may cause
timing problems. The only exception to this is when the internal memories have been placed in Combined
space mode and overlap. (See Select PSD and MCU/DSP.) However, external chip-selects that require
qualification of the MCU/DSP control signals must be added by the user.

Looking at the screen shot above as an example, we can see the following:

– The signal being defined is “ram_cs1”

– The signal is valid on Page 1 from 0h to 7EFFh OR

– The signal is valid from 8000h to FFFFh AND !prog AND ram_page0 OR

– The signal is valid on Page 0 form 8000h to FFFFh AND !prog AND ram_page1.

This is a bit confusing since there are two forms of paging being used: the PSD’s internal paging scheme
and logic inputs called “ram_page0” and “ram_page1”. For more information on paging, see Appendix B.4.

The final address decode would read:
ram_cs1 = ((address >= 0h) AND (address <= 7EFFh) AND (Page == 0)) OR (((address >= 8000h) 
AND (address <= FFFFh)) AND ((!prog AND ram_page0) OR (!prog AND ram_page1)))

When you have finished entering your chip-select equations, click View to check the results. If you wish
to go back to the Page Register Definition screen, click the << Prev button. If you would like to re-enter
the definition for a signal, highlight the desired signal and click Reset All. If you are satisfied with the re-
sults, click Done, which performs a preliminary resource check and syntax check to ensure that you have
not entered any invalid equations. 

EDIT/ADD ABEL EQUATIONS

This file contains the following information:

– Menu Items available with the ABEL file open

– PSDabel-HDL Keywords and Syntax Specific to the PSD

– Test Vector Syntax
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– When to use the Design Assistant and when to use ABEL

When editing the ABEL file manually, all declarations and equations (including test vectors) must be
placed in the designated sections to be preserved.

Menu Items available with the ABEL file open

The Edit Menu

The Edit menu only appears when the ABEL file is open, and the functions do the same thing they would
in a typical text editor.
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The Report Menu

There are additional menu items available in the Report menu when the ABEL file is open:

■ Compiler Listing compiles the latest version of your design and displays the compilation list file with line 
numbers.

■ Compiled Equations compiles and optimizes the latest version of your design file and then displays the 
output of the optimized compiled equations.

■ Synthesized Register Equation compiles, optimizes, and synthesizes SR, JK, T, and D registers defined 
within the ABEL design file to a mixture of D- and T-type flip-flops where the smallest possible 
implementation will be obtained. You should see the results upon completion.

■ Simulate Results performs a simulation based on the Test Vectors written in your ABEL file and displays 
the results based on your Simulation Options.

The Options Menu

The Options menu only appears when the ABEL file is open. The fitter options are covered in the Fitter
section.
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When the ABEL Compiler Options is selected, the “ABEL Compiler Options” screen appears:

Compile Options

■ No Listing means that no permanent file will be created from the compile process. This is the default 
setting and most users will not need to change this.

■ Standard Listing generates a listing containing numbered source file lines and error messages (if any).

■ Expanded Listing generates a listing containing numbered source file lines, expanded macros, 
directives, and error messages (if any).

■ Retain redundancy: checking this box disables compile-time trivial reductions such as A # !A = 1. Check 
this box if you wish to preserve redundant product terms (for hazard protection). Note that these 
reductions are also automatically done in Reduce unless the “No reduction, Merge only” option is 
chosen for optimization on the next screen.
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Click on the “Optimization Options” tab at the top of the dialog box and you will see the following:

Optimization Options

■ Use Default does a by-pin auto polarity reduction. This is the default logic reduction and is 
recommended for most users.

■ Reduce by Pin, Auto polarity is the same as Use Default.

■ Reduce by Pin, Fixed polarity reduces the logic such that each signal will have the minimum number of 
product terms possible. Can be useful in parts with programmable polarity outputs.

No reduction, Merge only reduces the logic so that each signal will have the minimum number of product
terms, maintaining the polarity of the signals. This should be used when you want to force output signals
to a specified polarity.

Exact reduction invokes Espresso’s exact minimization option. This option will sometimes produce more
complete logic minimization than by standard Espresso. 
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Click on the “Simulation Options” tab to see the following screen:

Simulation Options

The format options affect how your simulation file will be displayed:

■ No Trace shows only errors (if any). No simulation output will be generated.

■ Pins Format shows test vectors for each pin for the device. The values appearing on the input and 
output pins will be displayed for each test vector.

■ Wave format shows the output level that appears on each specified device pin during the simulation 
process. The output pin voltages are shown as a waveform in the output file that contains a trace for 
each pin. Each trace represents the logic HI and LO output levels for each test vector. This wave format 
can generally be viewed but not printed.

■ Wave format ASCII is the same as above, except that it can be printed.

■ Table format is similar to the Wave format except that the waveform is replaced by H, L, and Z for logic 
HI, LO, and high-impedance, respectively. This is the default format.

The register options are:

■ Register powerup 0 sets all registers to zero (LO) before simulation begins.

■ Register powerup 1 sets all registers to one (HI) before simulation begins.

The X and Z value Options are used where “don’t care” and high impedance values are encountered in
test vectors and must be given some value during simulation. Thus, setting “X-value 0” for the X value will
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substitute a LO any time an X is encountered.

The trace options are as follows:

■ Brief trace generates a report of the simulation results for each clock cycle for registered designs, or for 
the stabilized output values for combinational designs.

■ Detailed Trace generates a report of the simulation results for each level in the sum-of-products logic 
circuit being simulated. This option is useful for debugging complex logic circuits.

■ Clock trace generates a simulation report that shows register values when the clock is LO, HI, and LO 
again for each vector. This option is useful with the macrocell trace for debugging asynchronous 
circuits.

Use .TMV file checkbox forces the simulator to use the vectors in a .tmv file.

PSDabel-HDL Keywords and Syntax Specific to the PSD

This section expands on keywords and syntax specific to the PSDs. See the “Flash PSD CPLD Primer”
application note for more details.

The keyword that allows access to PSD-specific functional blocks is the WSIPSD PROPERTY state-
ment. This is used in conjunction to the Databus_IMC and Databus_OMC keywords to access
the PSD’s Input Macrocells (IMCs) and Output Macrocells (OMCs).

Syntax—IMCs
WSIPSD PROPERTY ’DataBus_IMC D[s1:s2]: signal[x1:x2] portname’ 

or
WSIPSD PROPERTY ’DataBus_IMC D s1 ,D s2 ,D s3 ...: x1,x2,x3... portname’

Syntax—OMCs
WSIPSD PROPERTY ’DataBus_OMC D[s1: s2]: signal[x1:x2] portname’
or
WSIPSD PROPERTY ’DataBus_OMC D s1 ,D s2 ,D s3 ...: x1,x2,x3... portname’

Where

■ signal[x1:x2] is a user-defined signal name or signal with an inclusive subscript range of x1:x2. x1 and 
x2 are integer values. The signal defined in PSDabel would be signalx1 and so forth.

■ D [s1:s2] is an inclusive data bus subscript range. s1 and s2 are integer values representing data bus 
bits. The data bus name must be “D”.

■ s1:s2 for 8-bit microcontrollers, the range is less than or equal to 8. For 16-bit microcontrollers, the 
range is less than or equal to 16.

■ Valid portnames for DataBus_IMC are PortA/B/C/D

■ Valid portnames for DataBus_OMC are PortA/B/C/D or PortAB/BC/C, depending on the architecture. 
See the datasheets for which declaration should be used.

Examples 
WSIPSD PROPERTY ’DataBus_IMC D[7:4]:mybus[3:0] PortC’
WSIPSD PROPERTY ’DataBus_OMC D[7:4]:mybus[3:0] PortC’

Purpose

The DataBus_IMC/DataBus_OMC property tells the fitter to assign the user-defined signals to the corre-
sponding port/micro-cell, when specified, and associate to the specified data bus bits. It is a one-to-one
mapping to the data bus bit as specified on the DataBus_IMC/DataBus_OMC property. When the port
name is not specified, the fitter will assign user-defined signals to the resources available on the device
where the specified data bus bits can be accessed. This is useful to force a certain data bit order when
creating registered logic for counters and shift registers, for example. 

Errors to watch out for
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■ When the specified data bus bit is not accessible (8-Bit or 16-Bit mode), the following error message is 
generated:

■ “In mode, D[ m1:m2] bit(s) is/are not accessible”.

■ When the specified port name conflicts with an existing assignment, the following error message is 
generated:

■ “Conflicting port name assignment in DataBus_IMC/DataBus_OMC property”.

■ When the total number of data bus bits does not equate to the total number of signal bits, the following 
error message is generated:

■ “Inconsistency in number of bits in DataBus_IMC/ DataBus_OMC property”.

More Examples

Example 1: assign signals to IMCs on Port B
WSIPSD PROPERTY ’DataBus_IMC D[7:0]:key[7:0] PortB’

Notes:

■ With no prior pin or node definitions, key7 to key0 are assigned to Port B as pins and thus pin 
assignments are redundant and could cause errors.

■ These signals can be assigned to nodes only and the pins could be used for other purposes.

■ By default, IMC is configured as a transparent input.

Example 2: assign signals to OMCs
WSIPSD PROPERTY ’DataBus_OMC D[7:4]:sreg[3:0] MCELLAB’;

■ No signal name definition for “sreg” is required in the PSDabel file prior to the PROPERTY statement.

■ sreg3 to sreg0 are reserved to MCELLAB as nodes.

If you want OMCs to be assigned to specific pins, use this syntax:
sreg3..sreg0 pin; or
sreg3..sreg0 pin 24, 23, 22, 21;

Note: if you do assign OMCs to specific pins, ensure that the pins match the port that the OMCs belong to.

To see how IMCs and OMCs can be used for various functions, see The “Flash PSD CPLD Primer” appli-
cation note on the web.

Test Vector Syntax

Test vectors are a means to test the PLD code. The following rules apply to Test Vector syntax:

■ The signals and groups to be tested must appear in the Declarations section of the ABEL file

■ The start of the Test Vectors is indicated by the keyword Test_Vectors.

■ The entire list of input and output signals used in the vectors should be enclosed in parenthesis and the 
input group should be separated from the output group by the “->” symbols. See the example below.

■ The inputs to be used should be placed in a comma separated list enclosed by brackets.

■ Each of the test vectors should be a comma separated list, enclosed in brackets, where the input and 
output groups are separated by the -> symbols and the vector should end with a semi-colon.

■ There is no limit to the number of test vectors or number of test vector sets.

■ The test vectors should be placed within the Designated Preserved sections.

■ Inputs on the left include logic-0s and logic-1s, “don’t cares”, high-impedance, and clock values. 
Outputs are the expected behavior and can be logic-0s, logic-1s, or “don’t cares”. If you choose don’t 
cares, the value will be filled shown in the output file when the simulation is run.

■ Inputs and outputs can be entered as binary, octal, hexadecimal, and decimal. The example below 
shows binary and hexadecimal inputs and binary outputs.
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Example:
// Begin user preserved equations (not affected by iterations of DA usage) 
Test_Vectors
// Test the state machine, trim, and boost signals
([clkin, reset, begin_cycle, MLEVEL, DLEVEL] -> 
 [Start_Conv, Intrn, STATE1, STATE0, Trim, Boost])
 [ X, 0, X, ^h3, ^h4 ] -> [ X, X, X, X, 0, 1 ];"system in reset
 [ 0, 1, X, ^h4, ^h4 ] -> [ 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 ];"system out of reset
 [ C, 1, 1, ^h5, ^h4 ] -> [ 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0 ];
 [ C, 1, 1, ^h5, ^h4 ] -> [ 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0 ];
 [ C, 1, 1, ^h5, ^h4 ] -> [ 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0 ];
 [ C, 1, 1, ^h4, ^h4 ] -> [ 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 ];
 [ C, 1, 0, ^h4, ^h4 ] -> [ 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 ];
// End user preserved equations (not affected by iterations of DA usage) 

Note that the X and C that appear above in the test vectors would have to be defined in the Declarations
section of the ABEL file as follows:

C = .C.;
X = .X.;
Z = .Z.;

The simulator is invoked by going to the Report menu and choosing Simulate Results. The simulation
results and the output format will be based on the Simulation Option settings, discussed earlier.

When to use the Design Assistant and when to use ABEL

Hopefully, the Design Assistant will be useful enough that you will not have to use ABEL at all. However,
there are certain times where using ABEL will be unavoidable, including the following:

■ Defining groups of signals. For example: Group = [signalA, signalB, SignalC]; or Group 
= [Signal3..Signal0];

■ Using groups in a high-level language context. For example, if you had previously defined A and B to 
be two 4-bit signal input groups and C to be a 4-bit output group, then you must use ABEL to write a 
statement like: C = A + B;

■ Aligning Input or Output macrocells to the MCU/DSP databus using the WSIPSD PROPERTY statement 
as discussed previously.

■ Any complex logic requiring feedback terms from other logic elements, such as state machines, shift 
registers, counters, and so on are best handled using the ABEL language, although they can be done 
using the Design Assistant if you are willing to write out the equations.

ADDITIONAL PSD SETTINGS

By clicking on the tabs at the top, you can switch between the windows shown below.
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Additional PSD Configuration

Setting the Security Bit. With this tab selected, you can opt to set the security bit of the PSD. Basically,
by setting the security bit, access is blocked to the contents of the PSD from any type of programming
device. That is, any attempt at uploading the contents (memory or configuration) will result in garbage with
the security bit set. Only a full-chip erase function will erase the security bit. Note that any checksums com-
puted in the Conventional Programming window will not be valid.

Enable EPROM/SRAM Low Power Mode (PSD3XX/211R family only). Checking this box enables the
EPROM and optional SRAM to enter a low power mode when not being accessed.
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JTAG/ISP (Flash-Based PSDs Only)

Follow the instructions in the Description section on how to use this window. This window is used in con-
junction with the “JTAG ISP Operations” window.
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Sector Protection (Flash-Based PSDs Only)

Use this window to write-protect the desired sectors of the non-volatile memories within the PSD. This is
one way to protect from accidental data loss statically. To enable write-protection dynamically will require
use of the Page Register. There are application notes examples on the website.

FITTING THE DESIGN TO SILICON

This section covers the fitter in more detail, including:

■ The Fitter Report

■ Changing the Fitter Options

■ What to do when the Fitter keeps Running

■ What to do if you get an error after running the Fitter
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The Fitter Report

The fitter report file (.frp) contains an abundance of useful information, including:

■ The signals defined in the “Pin Definitions” screen and their associated pin numbers

■ Information on how the PSD will be configured

■ The address and data bus assignments

■ Input and Output Macrocell assignments (where applicable)

■ Product term, I/O, and node usage by port

■ All the reduced logic equations in their final form

This information can be useful in determining the resources used. Used resources can, in turn, be used
to determine potential power usage and yet-available resources. 

If you clicked Fit Design to Silicon, the fitter report will open automatically upon a successful fit. If this
report did not pop up or is not available from the menu, you may have gotten an error during the fit process.
Check your log file (.plg) to see if there were any errors. 

Changing the Fitter Options

The only way to change the fitter options is to have the ABEL file open, in which case you should see the
Options menu. If you are unsure how to open the ABEL file, see Edit/Add Logic Statements. To change
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the Fitter options, go to Options->Fitter Options and the following window should appear:

The Pin Assignment options have the following meaning:

■ Keep Current: allows the Fitter to assign the pins as they are defined in the Pin Definitions screen as 
well as the pins/nodes declarations specified in the Preserved Declaration section of the PSDabel 
design file. 

■ Try: allows the Fitter to attempt to preserve the pins as they are defined in the Pin Definitions screen as 
well as the pins/nodes declarations specified in the Preserved Declaration section of the PSDabel 
design file.

■ Ignore: allows the Fitter to ignore all pin assignments as they are defined in the Pin Definitions screen 
as well as the pins/nodes declarations specified in the Preserved Declaration section of the PSDabel 
design file.

If you are experiencing problems fitting due to an apparent lack of PSD resources, it is best to run the Fitter
with the “Ignore” option set so that if there is a possible fit, it will be found. A user can then go back and
re-assign pins based on the Fitter report and then use the “Keep Current” option.

Checking the “Enable Product Term Expansion” box enables the Fitter to perform product term expansion
on logic that requires more resources than the native resources allow. Most users will want to leave this
box checked.

Checking the “Perform Register Synthesis” box allows the Fitter to synthesize SR, JK, T, and D registers
defined within the ABEL design file to a mixture of D- and T-type flip-flops where the smallest possible
implementation will be obtained. 
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What to do when the Fitter keeps Running

If the fitter keeps running for more than a few minutes, your project will not likely fit to silicon with your
current design. Sometimes, it is a simple matter to fix this by changing how the Fitter goes about fitting
your design. The best thing to try first is to go to the Options->Fitter Options and select “Ignore” in the
“Pin Assignments” box. See the above sub-section on how to do this. Also, it is recommended to use the
Design Assistant as much as possible and stay away from the ABEL file where possible.

What to do if you get an error after running the Fitter

If you stick to using the Design Assistant and don’t enter any equations manually in the ABEL file, your
chances of getting an error during Fitting are less. However, if you need to add statements in the ABEL
file because there is no other way and you do receive an error, usually the source of the error will be ap-
parent based on the message you receive. If you should receive an error message that is not obvious or
you can’t seem to fix your problem, contact apps.psd@st.com. In most cases, it will be helpful to zip up
your entire project directory and attach it to the email. 
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GENERATE C CODE (FLASH/EEPROM PSDS ONLY)

Functions/Headers

This screen is used to generate functions and headers in the ANSI-C language. These functions can be
used for basic actions within the PSD (such as writing or erasing) and are provided to help you integrate
the code required to interact with the PSD into your overall system design.

Step 1: Select Folder for Generated Header Files. The header files generated by PSDsoft Express are
referenced by the C files. Since you will be integrating and referencing these files in your own C files, you
will probably want to store all the files in one place. Select the folder where the files should be stored by
clicking the Browse…  button, then navigate to the desired folder and click Open .

Step 2: Select Folder and Name for Generated C Code Source File. First, assign a name to the C
source file that will be generated and click the Browse…  button, then navigate to the desired folder and
click Open .

Step 3: Choose the C code function category. Select the category of C functions to be generated. If
you wish to select more than one category, hold the CTRL key down while making your selections. If you
would like to get an idea of the code that will be generated, double-click on the name of the function within
the “Description” box. 
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When you are finished with the steps, click the Generate button. You are given a message in the Log Win-
dow about the successful generation of the source files and a list of the files generated. Three files will be
written to your specified folder(s). For example, if you were using a PSD4135 device, the following files
would be generated:

<your_specified_name>.c—ANSI-C source for all of the selected functions

psd4135g2.h−ANSI-C—header file to define particular PSD registers

map4135g2.h−ANSI-C—header file to define locations of system memory elements (Main/Second-
ary Flash memory and PSD registers).

Notice that you do not have a choice to rename the two generated header files. This is because those
header files are specified by name within the generated C function source file. If you edit the names of the
generated header files, be sure to edit the generated C function source file to match the new header file
names.

The three generated files may now be tailored and integrated into your compiler environment. The file
psd4135g2.h contains a #define statement for each individual C function within the
<your_specified_name>.c file. Edit psd4135g2.h and simply remove the comment delimiters (//) from the
#define statement for each generated C function that you would like to be compiled with the rest of your
C source code. 

You may now wish to check out the “Coded Examples” screen (shown below). If not, simply click the Close
button.
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Coded Examples

This screen is used to generate coded examples for the PSD development boards. Note that even if you
do not intend to purchase a development board, examining the files generated may give you insights as
to how pieces of code fit together, example UART code, and so on. 

First, select the folder in which you wish to store the example files by clicking the Browse…  button in Step
1. Then, highlight the development kit that most closely matches your end product and click Generate .
Again, a message will appear in the Log Window indicating success. When finished, click the Close  but-
ton.
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MERGE MCU/DSP FIRMWARE WITH PSD

This screen, although innocent looking, is the main workhorse of PSDsoft Express. For it is here that the
Programming data file (.obj) needed to program the PSD is finalized based on your design and firmware
files. Read on to see what each step does, what happens behind the scenes and learn what various warn-
ing and error messages mean.

Note: you may have gotten the following warning when clicking “Merge MCU/DSP Firmware”:

Basically, the warning is telling you that PSDsoft Express detected chip-select equations that contain sig-
nals in addition to the natural MCU/DSP address signals. The warning is to remind you to ensure your
MCU/DSP compiler/linker accounts for this. You may have to manually fill in the File start/stop addresses
if they did not appear automatically. Also, for paged designs, check the Start/Stop addresses for validity
because the internal checks performed by the software do not include the page bits.

If you would like more information on how the Merge utility operates, click the More Info… button at the
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top of the screen. You will be presented with the following screen:

Step 1

Before you begin this step, you must have a valid Intel Hex or Motorola S-Record file or files created in
your compiler/linker environment based on your source code. That is, using your MCUs/DSPs firmware
file(s) to create part of the .obj file that will be later loaded into the PSDs non-volatile memories. There are
three basic ways to generate these record files:

Generate an individual record file for each of the PSD’s internal memory segments that you defined earlier
in the Chip Select Equations.

Generate one record file that spans more than one memory segment.

Any combination of the above.

Now let’s take a look at the “Merging of MCU/DSP Firmware with PSD” screen shown above. The first
column shows the memory segment-select name (FS stands for main Flash memory Select, CSBOOT for
secondary Flash memory select, EES for EEPROM select, and ES for EPROM select). Be sure to scroll
down to get at all the internal PSD memory segments. Recall that you defined these segment-selects ear-
lier using the Chip Select Equations screen. The next column shows the logical equivalent of the equations
you have entered for the segment selects. The two middle columns show the hexadecimal equivalent of
the file start and file stop address for which the segment selects will be valid. Note that if you used any
non-address logic (such as paging) in your equations, PSDsoft Express will issue a warning (see below)
and may or may not attempt to fill in the start and stop addresses. In the last column, click the Browse…
button and locate your firmware files to be loaded into the PSD’s non-volatile memories. 

For example, if you look at the above screen capture, four Flash memory segments and three Hex files
are shown. Thus, FS0 is valid from 0h to 3FFFh, FS1 is valid from 4000h to 7FFFh, and the file “my-
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hex.hex” contains code for both segments. Notice that FS2 and FS3 are both valid C000h to FFFFh (but
on different pages) and therefore they have different Hex files. Different Hex files are generally used when-
ever code will be located at the same physical MCU/DSP address, but on different memory pages. Thus,
you would have had to set up the Page Register prior to this point.

Once you have filled in all the file names, choose the appropriate record type (Intel Hex or Motorola S)
that matches the type output by your linker. 

Next, select the desired mapping mode. “Direct” mapping implies there is a one-to-one correspondence
with the address output by the MCU/DSP and the address that selects the internal memory segments of
the PSDs. “Relative” mapping enables you to specify different physical addresses (output by your MCU/
DSP based on your firmware file) than the specified equations that select the memory segments within the
PSD. Most users will select “Direct”. 

Step 2

When you have completed Step 1 and are ready for PSDsoft Express to complete the .obj file creation,
click OK. If you do not wish to create the .obj file, click Cancel instead. 

Behind the Scenes

The following actions take place behind the scenes:

■ The !pdn (the active-low internal power-down signal) is automatically included in the segment-select 
equations for PSDs that have the Automatic Power Down feature.

■ If you chose to use Port D, pin 2 (pd2) as the chip-select input (_csi), it will also be automatically be 
included internal segment-select equations. 

■ If you opt to use Motorola S-Record as the record type, PSDsoft converts the file to Hex record format 
before creating the .obj file. It will save a file with the same name as your S-Record, but with a .hex 
extension. It is for this reason that you must not give your Motorola S-Record file a .hex extension.

■ Once you click OK, an Address Translation process is invoked. During this process, the record file 
(firmware) will be loaded into the appropriate PSD non-volatile memory segment. These memory 
segments have an address within the PSD that are most likely different from the ones defined in the 
“Chip Select Equations” window. The Address Translator creates the .obj file based on the PSDs own 
internal addresses. To see how the addresses are translated, select Report->Address Translation. 
Check the Hints and Tips section below for more useful information.

Common Warnings and Error Messages

This section will be updated frequently to cover any questions you may have about error and warning mes-
sages you may have encountered. If anything is unclear about the message you received and this section
either doesn’t address the message or does not answer your question, email apps.psd@st.com. 

Hints ant Tips

It’s always a good idea to see if PSDsoft Express interpreted your firmware file the way you anticipated
and see where it has placed your code within the PSDs internal memory segments. To do so, click on
STMicroelectronics Conventional Programmers in the design flow. Ensure that your .obj file has loaded
by checking the name at the top of the window. Now select the memory within the PSD that you would like
to view by clicking on the appropriate icon in the toolbar. Remember that the addresses you are seeing in
the “Direct Address” column are the addresses that only the PSD knows about.

The screen capture below shows that there is code in the selected memory. No data or code would show
up as all FFs (blank). For more information on this “Conventional Programming” window, see the Conven-
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tional Programming section.

Assigning Two Hex Files to a Single Memory Segment

With some MCU/PSD combinations, it is necessary to assign two Hex files to a single memory segment.
Currently, the only combination that may require this is a PSD835 or PSD935 (each having 64 KByte Flash
memory segments) and a MCU limited to 64 KByte total address space. Essentially, each Flash memory
segment will need to be broken up into two 32 KByte pages. The way PSDsoft handles breaking up a
physical 64 KByte segment into two logical 32 KByte segments is through the use of a keyword (node)
called “fa15”. To keep things simple, the example shows how to set up fa15 such that it will be set to be
true whenever the first bit of the Page Register is set to 1 or High (pgr0). Thus, no extra overhead nor
knowledge of the fa15 on the part of the MCU is required. 

Setting up the Page Register. If you intend to use all of the memory within the PSD835/935 and you
have an MCU that only supports a 64 KByte address space, you will need sixteen 32 KByte pages, which
implies four page bits (24 = 16). The screen capture below shows how this is set up in the “Design Assis-
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tant”.

Setting up the fa15 bit. The screen capture below shows how the fa15 bit is set to be true when the first
bit of the Page Register (pgr0) is true.

Setting up the Flash memory equations. Recall that each Flash memory sector needs to be broken up
into two 32 KByte logical segments. Again, when the MCU code manipulates the Page Register, fa15 will
automatically be set and the correct half of the Flash memory segment will be accessed. For reference,
fs7 is shown below:

Setting up the Merge MCU/DSP Firmware with PSD. The last step is correct setup of the “Merging of
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MCU or DSP Firmware with PSD” screen. Note that your linker should break up the code into 32 KByte
pages. For your reference, fs0 and fs1 are shown below: 

Note that the Hex file may contain data outside the range noted (0 – 7FFFh in this case) because the
merge utility only extracts information within the 0 – 7FFFh range.

 Combining Hex or S-Record Files

PSDsoft provides the ability to combine (concatenate) Hex or S-Record files. Doing so is a simple three
step process, as can be seen in the “MCU/DSP Firmware File Concatenation” screen below.

The steps to concatenate two or more files are as follows:

1. Select the file type to be concatenated Hex or S-Record.

2. Click the Browse button in Step 2 and search for your first file. This will open a “Open” window

3. Locate your file and select Open.

4. The file will now be listed in Step 2 on the “Select Folder and File:” line.
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5. Now Click Add and the first file will appear in the list.

6. Repeat Steps 2 through 5 until you have all the files you wish to concatenate in the file list.

Note: the files will be combined in the order listed in the File Name section. If you need to change the order
of the files, use the Move up and down arrows. If you wish to delete a file, first left-click on it in the window
to select it and then click Delete.

7. Click the lower Browse button in Step 3. Again, a “Open” window will appear. 

8. Type the desired file name in the “File Name” box and click Open. Your file name and location now ap-
pears in the “Select Folder and File” line of Step 3.

9. Click the Concatenate button to combine the files. You will get status messages at the bottom of the
screen.

Note: Save Setup can be used to save the current state of the screen and Retrieve Setup can be used
to retrieve the last saved session.

PSD JTAG/ISP (FLASH-BASED PSDS ONLY)

When you click on the “STMicroelectronics JTAG/ISP” box in the Design Flow, you are presented with the
following question (unless you had previously checked the checkbox):

Select the number of devices in your JTAG Chain. If you will always have the same number of devices,
you can choose to check the box “Do not display this message on subsequent entry into the JTAG/ISP”.
Note: the option to see this message can also be set in the Project->Preferences menu. If you are unsure
what a JTAG chain is, see the JTAG Chain Definition and Rules. Also, every PSD user that is using the
JTAG port is encouraged to read The “JTAG-ISP Information for Flash PSDs” application note.

If you have used this window previously and wish to retrieve a JTAG-ISP setup, skip to Save or Retrieve
JTAG-ISP Setup.

Hardware Setup

If this is your first time using the FlashLINK cable or you have switched computers or hardware, it’s a good
idea to set up your hardware first. To do so, click the HW Setup button at the bottom of the window. When
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you do so, the following window pops up:

FlashLINK is the only “choice” available for “Hardware Selection”. Depending on your computer, you may
or may not be able to change the setting in Parallel Port. Generally, “Auto Select” works in most cases
unless your port is not set up correctly. 

It’s a good idea to run the Loop Test before attempting any JTAG operations on the FlashLINK cable. To
do so, first ensure that you have the special loopback connector attached to the FlashLINK and that the
power and ground wires are connected to a power source and the power is on. Then, simply click on the
Loop Test button and run the test. If you get an error message, see Error and Warning Messages. If you
pass the test, you are ready to attempt a JTAG operation, but passing the test does not mean you will have
success. 

If only have one device in your JTAG chain, read the next section. Otherwise, skip to the JTAG Chaining
section. 

JTAG-ISP Operations for a Single PSD Device

If you selected “Only one” when ask how many devices are in the JTAG chain on your circuit board, you
should see a window similar to the following:

Step 1: Select Programming File and PSD
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If you have a valid project open in which you have already created the Programming data file (.obj) then
this window will open up with the current project’s .obj file already loaded and the device should be select-
ed for you. If you do not have a project open or wish to open a different .obj file, click the Browse…  button
in Step 1. Any time you load an .obj file, the correct device should automatically be loaded. If, for some
reason, you wish to program an .obj file that was created for one type of device into another type, you can
change the device in this step. This, however, is not recommended and may work if you are selecting a
similar device within the same family of devices. 

Step 2: Specify JTAG-ISP Operation and Conditions

First, select the desired operation from the pull-down menu. The available options are:

■ Blank Test—check to see if any region of the PSD has been programmed.

■ Erase—erase one or more regions of the PSD.

■ Program—write code, configuration, or data to one or more parts of the PSD based on your .obj file.

■ Verify—compare the actual contents of the .obj programmed within the PSD to the expected contents 
of the .obj file that is currently loaded.

■ Upload—dump the contents of the PSD to an .obj file. Note: upload will produce garbage if the security 
bit had been previously set and the only way to erase the security bit is by performing a full-chip erase. 

■ Bypass—place the device in bypass mode. Since you are only using a single device, this instruction 
does not have much use other than to quickly check to see if your JTAG interface is working properly.

Next, select the PSD region(s) that the operation selected previously will affect. Note that the software will
look at the .obj file before a Program operation if the “All” option is chosen and only program the required
areas of the PSD. For example, if you only specified a firmware file for fs0 (main Flash memory, segment
0) during the Merge MCU/DSP Firmware process, only fs0 and the PLD portion of the PSD would be pro-
grammed. 

Select the number of JTAG pins to use based on your selections in the Pin Definitions screen. The default
should reflect the number of pins you specified in the Pin Definitions screen.

Lastly, click on the Properties…  button, which is used to set up the PSD’s I/O during JTAG operations,
view the JTAG Properties, and check the JTAG User Code. See the Properties section.

When you are satisfied that everything is in order and ready to go, click Execute. If you get an error mes-
sage during execution, see Error and Warning Messages.

When you are done with Step 2, skip to Save or Retrieve JTAG-ISP Setup.
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JTAG-ISP Operations for Multiple Devices 

If you opted to use “More than one” devices in a JTAG chain, you should see a window similar to the fol-
lowing one:

Step 1: Define each device in the JTAG-ISP chain

Adding PSD Devices

If you have a valid project open in which you have already created the Programming data file (.obj) then
this window will open up with the current project’s .obj file already loaded and the PSD device should be
selected for you. If you do not have a project open or wish to open a different .obj file, click the Browse…
button in Step 1. Any time you load an .obj file, the correct PSD device should automatically be loaded.
To add the device to the chain, click the Add  button.

Select the desired operation from the pull-down menu. The available options are:

■ Blank Test—check to see if any part of the PSD has been programmed.

■ Erase—erase one or more parts of the PSD.

■ Program—write code, configuration, or data to one or more parts of the PSD based on your .obj file.

■ Verify—compare the actual contents of the .obj programmed within the PSD to the expected contents 
of the .obj file that is currently loaded.

■ Upload—dump the contents of the PSD to an .obj file. Note: upload will produce garbage if the security 
bit had been previously set and the only way to erase the security bit is by performing a full-chip erase. 

■ Bypass—place the part in bypass mode.

Next, select the PSD region(s) that the operation selected previously will affect. Note that the software will
look at the .obj file before a Program operation if the “All” option is chosen and only program the required
areas of the PSD. For example, if you only specified a firmware file for fs0 (main Flash memory, segment
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0) during the Merge MCU/DSP Firmware process, only fs0 and the PLD portion of the PSD would be pro-
grammed. 

Select the number of JTAG pins to use based on your selections in the Pin Definitions screen. The default
value should reflect what you have chosen in the Pin Definitions screen. 

Lastly, click on the Properties…  button, which is used to set up the PSD’s I/O during JTAG operations,
view the JTAG Properties, and check the JTAG User Code. See the Properties section.

Adding Non-PSD Devices

Non-PSD devices can be added to the chain only if they were defined previously by clicking on the Library
button. When you click this button, the following window appears:

Enter the desired device name. This name will appear in the pull-down list in the main screen. Next enter
the Instruction Register Length and JTAG Device ID in hexadecimal. You will need to obtain these num-
bers from the device manufacturer. Once you have entered all the device information, click the Add but-
ton. You should see the device appear in the “JTAG Devices” box. You can continue adding more devices
in this manner. If you wish to delete a device from the list, highlight it and click Delete. If you wish to change
any information for a device previously defined, highlight the device, change the information, and click the
Update button. After you are finished adding or updating devices, click Close to return to the main JTAG
window.

Once you have defined your non-PSD device select it using the “Select Device” pull-down bar and click
the Add button. Note: for non-PSD devices, the only operation available is Bypass and the number of
JTAG pins can only be set to four. If you want PSDsoft Express to check the JTAG Device ID entered
previously, click on the Properties button and click the checkbox next to the JTAG Device ID.

Step 2: Build the JTAG-ISP Chain

Each time you click the Add button, a device is added to the JTAG chain in the order in which you selected
them. This order must match how the devices are physically ordered in the chain. If you are unsure of the
physical order, see JTAG Chain Definition and Rules. If your devices are not in the correct order, highlight
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the device that needs to be moved by left clicking on it in the chain and then click the Move Up or Move
Down arrows. If you need to delete a device, highlight it and click the Delete button. If you need to change
the operation, the number of pins, or the properties for a device, highlight it and then choose the appropri-
ate operation, number of pins or click the Properties…  button and click Update  when finished. Note that
Device #1 should be the first device on the board that has its TDI pin connected to the FlashLINK cable.
See the JTAG Chain Definition and Rules.

Important note : if you wish to change anything, such as the operation, PSD region, and so on, you must
highlight the line to be changed in Step 2 before you make your changes in Step 1. Once the desired
changes have been made, click the Update  button in Step 2. Alternatively, for changing the operation or
properties only, you can right-click on the line to be changed.

Step 3: Execute JTAG-ISP Operations

When you have completed the first two steps, simply click the Execute  button. If you get an error message
during execution, see Error and Warning Messages. If you have more than one operation or more than
one PSD device, go back to the previous steps, and update and continue execution until you are finished.

Save or Retrieve JTAG-ISP Setup

Save. If this is your first use of the “JTAG-ISP Operations” window for your current project, click the Save
button. A “Save As” window will appear prompting for you to enter the file name. Click Save in this window
when done or Cancel to exit this without saving.

Retrieve. If you had previously saved the JTAG settings for your project, click the Browse… button
(make sure you are clicking the correct Browse button) and select the appropriate file in the ”Open” win-
dow and click Open.

Properties

Clicking on the Properties…  button when a PSD device is selected will display a window similar to the
one below. If you have clicked the button with a non-PSD device selected, see the JTAG-ISP Attributes.
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Set Port Pins. Depending on your PSD, the first one or two tabs are dedicated to setting up the PSD’s I/
O pins during JTAG operations. The default (except for the JTAG pins) is Input, which is usually fine for
most pins. (Note that the PSD will not respond to any non-JTAG I/O.) However, sometimes it may be de-
sirable to set a pin or pins to output during JTAG. For example, if you have chip-select signal being gen-
erated from the PSD that selects a device that potentially could drive signals on the JTAG lines (if you are
multiplexing the pins), you would want that chip-select to be inactive during the JTAG operation.

JTAG-ISP Attributes. If you click on the “JTAG-ISP Attributes” tab for a PSD device, you are shown the
device name and Instruction Register length. This information may be useful to other design programs
(that don’t have an “auto-detect” function). 

User Code. Basically, by clicking on the “User Code” tab, you are provided with a space to enter an IEEE
1149.1 User Code that will be compared to the value previously entered in the Additional PSD Settings.
See the Description box for more details.

Generating a SVF File

PSDsoft can be used to generate a Serial Vector Format file (.svf) by clicking the Generate SVF button.

The main purpose of the .svf file is to provide a method to program a PSD during manufacturing or at runt-
ime using your MCU or DSP via the JTAG pins. When the Generate SVF button is clicked, two sets of
files are generated: a process file and data files. The .svf file is a process file that shows the steps neces-
sary to program the PSD via the JTAG port. If you wish to use this with your MCU or DSP, you will need
interpret the low-level commands in the .svf file and write equivalent code. The .dat files that are generated
are the equivalent of the code update for the PSD. Thus the software routines written for your MCU/DSP
would need to control the four or six JTAG pins, depending on the state of the JTAG screen when the .svf
file is saved. The idea is to write code that mimics the actions in the .svf file. This will reprogram the PSD
via the JTAG lines. This could be done by a PC (test equipment) using the .dat files or even from another
MCU on the board.
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Behind the Scenes

Whenever you click the Execute button, quite a few actions take place before the desired operation is ex-
ecuted, including:

■ The parallel port is taken over by the driver and the driver checks to see if there is communication 
between your PC’s parallel port and the FlashLINK cable. 

■ The User Code, and Device ID(s) are checked

■ Some signals will be sent and a response must be received within a certain number of TCK clock cycles.

Each of these steps can generate error messages before your desired operation gets under way. If you
get an error message, see the next section.

Error and Warning Messages

If you get an error message, you can take the following steps:

1. Check to see if your error is among the ones listed in the PSD JTAG FAQ on the website

2. If your error message is not listed in the FAQ or you have additional questions, contact
apps.psd@st.com.

Hints and Tips

Batch JTAG Download Program

You may be thinking that this software is great to get your system up-and-running, but what if you have
many boards to program and would like to run a batch program to do this. There is a program called FLINK
that was designed for just this purpose and is available for free as a download from the Software Center
on the PSM website.

PSD CONVENTIONAL PROGRAMMERS

The first thing to note about this window when it opens is that if you had a project open and have created
a valid programming data file (.obj) in that project, that programming data file will automatically be loaded
and displayed. Looking at the screen capture above, we see that the project’s name was “a16xbhe” and
we are viewing its .obj file. 

The Tool Bar
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Next, note the available toolbar icons, which perform the following functions (from left to right). Let the
mouse “hover” over an icon to display its function.

■ Open file—click in case you did not have a project with a valid .obj file open or you wish to view a 
different .obj file.

■ Save file—allows you to save any changes you may have made to the .obj file itself. This implies that 
the .obj file can be modified directly in this window, which it can. To do so, simply place the cursor at 
the desired location and type in the new value (you’ll see that the old value is overwritten automatically). 
Note that changing any given byte within the .obj file will also change the checksum (see below) for that 
non-volatile memory. As a general rule, it is not recommended to modify the .obj file directly. Any 
changes should be made at the source level and a new record file (firmware) should be generated using 
your compiler/linker environment.

■ Blank Test—check to see if any part of the PSD has been programmed.

■ Program—write code or data to one or more parts of the PSD based on your .obj file.

■ Verify—compare the actual contents of the .obj file programmed within the PSD to the contents of the 
.obj file that is currently loaded.

■ Upload—dump the contents of the PSD to an .obj file. Note: upload will produce garbage if the security 
bit had been previously set and the only way to erase the security bit is by performing a full-chip erase. 

■ Erase (Flash memory/EEPROM only)—erase one or more parts of the PSD.

■ The next two or three buttons allow you to view the contents of the .obj file for the various non-volatile 
memories within the PSD. Note that “F” stands for main Flash memory, “Fb” for secondary Flash 
memory, “UC” for user code, “E” for EPROM, and “EE” for EEPROM.

■ Select Device—allows you to select which PSD device is to be used with your new .obj file. This can 
only be used if a new .obj file is opened (from the “File” menu). This choice will be grayed out once the 
new file has been saved.

■ Hardware Setup—allows selection of programming hardware and parallel port to be used.

■ Hardware Test—checks your hardware to ensure that it’s connected and functioning properly. Run this 
test the first time you plug in new hardware and every time that you switch devices on that parallel port.

■ Checksum—compute the checksum for the various non-volatile memories within the PSD based on the 
currently loaded .obj file. Note that PSDsoft uses a simple binary adding technique. It is therefore 
possible to get the same checksum value for two .obj files that differ only slightly, but the greater the 
number of variations, the more unlikely the chances are of this happening.

■ Fill blank—the default “un-programmed” value of the non-volatile memories within the PSD is logic-high 
or “1”. Clicking this button fills all the non-volatile memories within the PSD to “1s” and is thus the 
equivalent of erasing those memories. 

■ Fill value—it may be desirable to fill the non-volatile memories within the PSD with a value or values 
that could be used for debugging, for example. When you click this button, a window pops-up allowing 
you to select which memories to fill, the start and stop addresses, and the fill value.

■ The final two areas on the toolbar can be used for pattern searches. The left arrow is used to search for 
previous occurrences and the right for next occurrences.

The Display

The next row down from the toolbar displays the following information (from left to right):

■ PSD part number associated with the .obj file open.

■ The non-volatile memory within the PSD displayed based on your selection in the toolbar.

■ The segment within the selected non-volatile memory that is currently being displayed

■ The name of the .obj file that is currently open.
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The columns below that display the following information (from left to right):

■ The addresses shown in the Direct Address column are the internal PSD addresses that are associated 
with the non-volatile memory currently being displayed. To see how these direct addresses translate 
into the system addresses that are output by your MCU/DSP, go to Report->Address Translation. 

■ Hexadecimal display of programming data file shows your firmware file byte-for-byte.

■ The last column shows the ASCII representation of the bytes displayed in the previous column.

The Menus

Note that there are three new menus available when the “Conventional Programming” window is the active
window. Let’s see what these additional menu items offer:

The “File” menu is shown below and its functions allow you to create, open, and save an programming
data file (.obj).

The functions in the “Functions” menu are exactly the same as those described above:

The “Options” menu is shown below:

“Select Device…” and “Hardware Setup…” are described above. The “Default Memory Content…” brings
up a window that allows you to fill the entire non-volatile memories with the same hexadecimal value. “Dis-
play ASCII Window” allows you to turn off and on the ASCII representation of your firmware file.
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THE PSDSOFT LOG FILE

The log file is a record kept by PSDsoft Express that shows project information, such as errors and warn-
ings during the design process. You can specify the number of log files to be kept on your system (up to
10) by setting this value in the Project->Preference menu. The file format ProjectName_X, where X is an
integer between 0 and the number specified (minus 1) in the Preferences. When the maximum number of
log files has been written, X will be reset to 0. 

As stated above, the log file can be kept in view by going to the “Report” menu and ensuring there is a
checkmark next to “View Log file”. You may check this file at any time in the design process to see the
status of your design and watch for messages that may appear. If you are getting errors while using PS-
Dsoft Express, it may be helpful to send your log file to apps.psd@st.com with an explanation of your prob-
lem, along with your design files.

WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CHIP SELECT, I/O LOGIC, AND NODE EQUATIONS?

If, at any point, you are unsure just exactly what type of equation you should be using for an I/O or internal
node, use the following guidelines to aid you in your selection:

■ Chip-select equations will generally decode some address lines and optional control logic or other PLD 
input. Examples include internal segment selects for memory segments within the PSD and any non-
registered outputs that don’t require an output enable signal.

■ User-defined nodes are normally used for temporary storage or refer to a specific Input or Output 
Macrocell within the PSD. 

■ I/O Logic will be any output that is either registered or requires an output enable signal.

For example, suppose you had the following requirements for your design:

■ 8-bit loadable shift register where only one bit will be shifted out.

■ A chip-select signal for an LCD module

■ An I/O pin accessed directly through the MCU/DSP

To implement this design, seven bits of the 8-bit shift register would be defined as registered internal
nodes and equations for these nodes would be written in the “User defined Node Equations” part of the
Design Assistant. The bit to be shifted out should be defined in the “Pin Definitions” screen as a Registered
CPLD output and the equation for it would be written in the I/O Logic Equations section of the Design As-
sistant. The shift register is made loadable by associating (and aligning) the nodes to specific output mac-
rocells within the PSD. Then, the shift register can be directly accessed by the MCU/DSP via the data bus
using the PSD’s CSIOP registers. The LCD chip select signal must first be defined as an “External chip-
select – Active Hi/Lo” within the Pin Definitions screen, then the equation for it can be written using the
Chip Select Equations section of the Design Assistant. Lastly, the I/O pin directly accessible by the MCU/
DSP is simply defined as an MCU I/O mode pin in the Pin Definitions screen and the rest is done at run-
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time.

Since this is all probably very confusing, luckily there are other resources to view for more specific help,
including:

■ The “Flash PSD CPLD Primer” application note explains the PLD section of the PSD and it’s many uses 
in detail. It covers what needs to be done in the design and what needs to happen at run-time

■ The “Design Guide for PSDsoft 2000 and PSD4235 application note offers detailed examples of a 
PSD4235G2 part designed with PSDsoft Express. It is a good resource for any CPLD-based PSD part.

■ Other PSD and MCU/DSP-specific application notes are available on the PSM website.

APPENDIX

Appendix A—Intel Hex-32 Record Format

The Intel 32-bit hexadecimal object file record format has a 9-character (4-field) prefix that defines the start
of the record, byte count, load address, record type, and a 2-character checksum suffix. The .hex file be-
low illustrates the sample records of this format:

Figure 2. Intel 32-bit Hexadecimal Object File Format

The four record types are as follows:

■ 00—Data Record:  This record begins with the colon start character, which is followed by the byte count 
(in hexadecimal notation), the address of the first data byte, and the record type (equal to “00”). 
Following these are the data bytes. The checksum follows the data bytes and is the two’s complement 

Intel 32 - bit Hexadecimal Object File Format  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

:020000020000FC  

:020000040010EA  

:10000000FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF00  

:10001000FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF0  

:10002000FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFE0  

:10003000FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFD0  

:10004000FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFC0  

:0 0000001FF  

Start Character  

Address  

Offset Address  

Data Records  

Checksum

ai06080.eps

 

Byte Count  

Record Type  

Extended Segment Address Record  

End -of -file Record  

Extended Linear Address Record  
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(in binary) of the preceding bytes in the record, including the byte count, address, record type, and data 
bytes.

■ 01—End Record:  This end-of-file record also begins with the colon start character and is followed by 
the byte count (equal to “00”), the address (equal to “0000”), the record type (equal to “01”), and the 
checksum, “FF”.

■ 02—Extended Segment Address Record:  This is added to the offset to determine the absolute 
destination address. The address field for this record must contain ASCII zeros (hexadecimal 30s). This 
record type defines bits 4 to 19 of the segment base address; it can appear randomly anywhere within 
the object file and affects the absolute memory address of subsequent data records in the file. The 
following example illustrates how the extended segment address is used to determine a byte address.

Problem:

Find the address for the first data byte for the following file:
:02 0000 04 0010 EA
:02 0000 02 1230 BA
:10 0045 00 55AA FF ..... BC

Solution:

Step l Find the extended linear address offset for the data record (0010 in the example).

Step 2 Find the extended segment address offset for the data record (1230 in the example).

Step 3 Find the address offset for the data from the data record (0045 in the example).

Step 4 Calculate the absolute address for the first byte of the data record as follows:

00100000 Linear address offset, shifted left 16 bits

+ 12300 Segment address offset, shifted left 4 bits

+ 0045 Address offset from data record

________

00112345 32-bit address for first data byte

The address for the first data byte is 112345.

Note: always specify the address offset when using this format, even when the offset is zero.

During output translation, the firmware will force the record size to 16 (decimal) if the record size is spec-
ified greater than 16. There is no such limitation for record sizes specified less than 16.

■ 04—Extended Linear Address Record:  This record specifies bits 16–31 of the destination address for 
the data records that follow. It is added to the offset to determine the absolute destination address, and 
can appear randomly anywhere within the object file. The address field for this record must contain 
ASCII zeros (hexadecimal 30s).

Appendix B—Definitions 

CPLD versus Non-CPLD Parts. Throughout the manual, there are many references to CPLD-based
PSDs and non-CPLD-based PSDs. The difference is simple: CPLD-based PSDs have registered logic
and non-CPLD PSDs only have combinatorial logic. What this means is that CPLD-based PSDs can im-
plement simple registered functions, such as counters, shift registers, and state machines. Basically, the
(Z)PSD211R, (Z)PSD3XX, PSD9XX, and PSD41XX are all non-CPLD parts and all other PSD parts have
a CPLD.

Multiplexed versus Non-Multiplexed Bus Definition. Microcontrollers (MCUs) and Digital Signal Pro-
cessors (DSPs) have two types of address and data busses: multiplexed and non-multiplexed. The differ-
ence is that with a multiplexed bus, the address is output from the MCU/DSP and the data is read or written
using the same physical bus, but at different times (time multiplexed). When the address is output and the
data read/written on separate busses, the MCU/DSP is referred to as non-multiplexed. The tradeoff is mul-
tiplexed busses require less pins, but non-multiplexed busses are usually a bit faster. 
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What is Firmware? Firmware is code that has been translated from the source code in which it was writ-
ten (C, C++, Assembly) into an executable format (machine code) that will be understood by your Micro-
controller (MCU)/Digital Signal Processor (DSP). It is called firmware because it is generally stored in a
non-volatile memory (EPROM, EEPROM, Flash memory, or battery-backed SRAM). Thus if you intend to
boot from the PSD, you would need to put your reset vector, interrupt vectors, and boot code in the firm-
ware. Also, if you intended to be able to update the PSD at runtime (requires a PSD with two non-volatile
memories) through a serial port or other medium, you will need to have the code that handles the update
stored in one of the memories. See the various application notes on the PSD website: www.st.com/psd
for more information.

What is Paging? Paging is a method of expanding the physical address space of a Digital Signal Pro-
cessor (DSP) or Microcontroller (MCU). MCUs/DSPs have a fixed number of address bits that make up
their address bus. For example, most 8-bit MCUs/DSPs have only 16-bits of address for external devices.
This means that they can access up to 216 or 64 kilobytes (KBytes) of address space. This is limited by
today’s standards, but paging gives you a way to overcome this limitation. Paging allows creation of a vir-
tual memory space that goes beyond the limit of the physical address range. For example, if you had an
8-bit page register, you could potentially have up to 28 pages or 256. The number of pages becomes the
multiplier to the physical address space size. So, if you have 16 address bits and 8 page bits, your virtual
memory space is 216 times 28 or 16 Megabytes (MBytes). 

Do I need Paging?

To answer this question, you must determine how many address bits your MCU/DSP outputs and see if
the size of the physical memory space of the MCU/DSP is greater than or equal to the amount of all the
memory external to the MCU/DSP combined. For example, if you aren't using an MCU/DSP that outputs
16 address bits and you have two external memories: a 128 K x 8 Flash memory device and a 32 K x 8
SRAM. You will need paging in this case. Three pages will be required (leaving 32 Kbytes of free space
on one of the pages). Since pages only come in factors of two, two page bits will be required (22 = 4).
Beware that some MCUs/DSPs have internal memory that sometimes uses up some of the physical ad-
dress space, so this must be taken into consideration as well when determining if you need paging.

What is IAP? Our industry uses the term In-System Programming (ISP) in a general sense. ISP is appli-
cable to programmable logic, as well as programmable Non-Volatile Memory (NVM). However, an addi-
tional term is used in this manual: In-Application Programming (IAP). There are subtle yet significant
differences between ISP and IAP when microcontrollers are involved. ISP of memory means that the
MCU/DSP is off-line and not involved while memory is being programmed. For IAP, the MCU/DSP partic-
ipates in programming the memory, which is important for systems that must be online while updating firm-
ware. Often, ISP is well suited for manufacturing, while IAP is appropriate for field updates. Flash PSD
devices are capable of both ISP and IAP. Keep in mind that IAP can only program the memory sections
of the PSD and not the configuration and programmable logic portions. With ISP, the entire PSD can be
erased or programmed.

What is CSIOP? CSIOP (Chip-Select I/O Port) is a collection of internal registers within the PSD. You
must allocate an amount of address space indicated in the datasheets to CSIOP. Then, to access one of
the registers within CSIOP space, simply add the offset listed in the datasheet to the base address that
you defined in the “Chip Select Equations” step.

Appendix C—JTAG Chain Definition and Rules

A JTAG chain is defined to be two or more JTAG compliant (according to IEEE 1149.1 standard) devices
connected together in a chain, as shown in the diagram below.
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Figure 3. JTAG Chain Diagram

Each device in the chain must support the four basic JTAG signals: TDI, TDO, TCK, and TMS. Note that
some devices are In-System Programming (ISP) via means other than a standard JTAG port (for example
Boundary Scan). These devices are not IEEE 1149.1 compliant devices and will not work in a JTAG chain. 

The following are general JTAG chaining rules:

■ Only one device in a chain can be programmed at a time and the other devices must be placed in 
“Bypass Mode”. 

■ Different brands of chips will require different programming software.

■ Before any JTAG operation can begin the chain order must be defined and the instruction register length 
for each device must be known by the software.

Note that the order of the chain is important when programming the devices. You must set up the chain in
your programming software such that it matches physical ordering of the devices on your board. For the
diagram above, Device1 is the first device in the chain, Device2 is the second, and Device3 is the last
device.

For more information on JTAG and JTAG chaining specific to the PSD, see The “JTAG-ISP Information
for Flash PSDs” application note.

ai06081.eps
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Table 1. Document Revision History

Date Rev. Description of Revision

1.0 Initial revision based on PSDsoft 2000 version 6.02

2.0
Revised for PSDsoft Express version 7.0.
Added Installation guide.

Oct-01 2.1
Revised for PSDsoft Express version 7.3. See the software Revision
History on the PSD website in the Software Center.
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For current information on PSD products, please consult our pages on the world wide web:
www.st.com/psd

If you have any questions or suggestions concerning the matters raised in this document, please send
them to the following electronic mail addresses:

apps.psd@st.com (for application support)

ask.memory@st.com (for general enquiries)

Please remember to include your name, company, location, telephone number and fax number.

Information furnished is believed to be accurate and reliable. However, STMicroelectronics assumes no responsibility for the consequences
of use of such information nor for any infringement of patents or other rights of third parties which may result from its use. No license is granted
by implication or otherwise under any patent or patent rights of STMicroelectronics. Specifications mentioned in this publication are subject
to change without notice. This publication supersedes and replaces all information previously supplied. STMicroelectronics products are not
authorized for use as critical components in life support devices or systems without express written approval of STMicroelectronics.

The ST logo is registered trademark of STMicroelectronics

All other names are the property of their respective owners.
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